Join Everytable University!

Everytable University is a full-time, fully paid program that combines comprehensive on-the-job training with executive business leadership coursework.

This comprehensive management training program will put you on a fast track to running an Everytable storefront and provide you with the tools and resources to become a successful business owner.

Participants will work full time as Store Managers at an Everytable location while learning fundamentals of business, finance, marketing, and leadership for a minimum of 6 months. Upon completion of this experiential learning program, each successful graduate may have the opportunity to apply to own and operate an Everytable storefront.

Who is this program for?

Specifically, our program is designed to support social entrepreneurs from marginalized communities who are interested in business ownership and food justice. Ideal candidates will have demonstrated entrepreneurial drive and experience, but do not need formal business education.

What can I expect?

At Everytable University, individuals will learn about every aspect of how to run and operate an Everytable storefront. Throughout the program, participants will start out with Store Manager Training, and move on to working full time as an Everytable Store Manager, while participating in leadership coursework and whole business orientation. Participants will partake in hands on training, experiential learning, business coaching and leadership coursework.

$19/hr pay rate & health benefits are offered in accordance with the ACA mandate.